
Vietnam



221st/ SEAPC

"This Unit history is dedicated
to the officers and the men of
the 221st Signal Company
(Pictorial) and the Southeast
Asia Pictorial Center (SEAPC)
who have faithfully and
diligently given of themselves
to insure the success of the
United States Army
worldwide photographic
mission.

It is offered as a tribute to
those soldiers, who, laboring
daily at their assigned task,
together perfected yet another
link in the great Army
communication network-a link
with inestimable human and
historical impact:

the photograph."
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FORWARD

The purpose of this photo essay is to honor the men of the 221st Signal
Company (pictorial) and SEAPC (Southeast Asia Pictorial Center); the
unsung, invisible “heroes” of the largest Army Combat Photographic unit
in the Signal Corps’ history.

I didn’t want them to be forgotten or go unnoticed. The photograph has
such an impact on the one who sees it, yet the photographer and his
support network often go unnoticed, especially in the military.

By chance I stumbled across the ICCA (International Combat Camera
Association) website (www.combatcamera.org) and thought that through it
I could bring closure to my own Vietnam experience as well as say thank
you to these heroes for a job well done...you made it happen.

Thank you also goes to Roger Hawkins who has vitalized ICCA through
his active promotion of participation in it, as well as his enhancement of
its website along with editing/ designing “Captions” , ICCA’s quarterly
newsletter.
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This photo essay 'e book' was created on an Apple Computer using Aperture Software
and converted into a PDF file so it could be uploaded to the ICCA website as a
“presentable” story of the 221st/ SEAPC to be available to anyone interested, and
downloaded if so desired.

Except for assembling the information which I did with the editorial assistance of my wife
Cindy, the photos and unit history, the bulk of material and data were provided by the
prior efforts of nameless others who recorded it before me. I apologize for any errors or
omissions on my part. I took the data in my possession at face value. It was not my goal to
make a perfect product. Hopefully this ‘book’ will open doors to shed light on where
credit is due. This treasure was secured for four decades in a “shoebox” of prints and 35
mm slides without captions, a few magazines, and some notes on the 221st unit history.

William R. Ruth
In HIS Image
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The Republic of South
Vietnam.

Note the location of Long
Binh, approx 20 miles North
of Saigon (renamed Ho Chi
Minh City)
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Approaching gate #2 at Long Binh



Headquarters U.S. Army
Long Binh, Vietnam
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General's Quarters,
Long Binh, Vietnam

"Holiday Inn East"
Long Binh

Long Binh Post
A 'soft assignment?
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SEAPC/ 221st occupied an area equivalent to a large city
block near the center of Long Binh
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SEAPC divided its support activities into: Still & motion picture
photography; Color and  black & white film transparency and print
processing; Audiovisual equipment and training film operations; Graphic
arts support for Assistant Chief of Staff, Communications-Electronics,
USARV, and CG, 1st Signal Brigade; and Camera maintenance.
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SEAPC provided the Pictorial
support necessary for complete
analysis and historical
documentation of the war effort.
Headquartered in Long Binh, the
battalion sized unit had seven
detachments as follows:
Detachment "A" Pleiku,
Detachment "B" Cam Ranh Bay
Detachment "C" Saigon
Detachment "D" Can Tho
Detachment "E" Danang
Detachment "F" Qui Nhon
Detachment "G" Phu Bai
The detachments were placed in
the most advantageous locations to
provide audio-visual and pictorial
support throughout the Republic
of Vietnam. The determination of
location was also based on unit
population, accessibility into the
area, availability of transportation
and necessary support, such as
water and power.

The detachments were not intended to be
permanent installations and often moved as
operational requirements dictated.
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Data for late 1960's - early 1970's
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This image, from a composite of
skills, exemplifies the integrated
talents of the 221st/ SEAPC
personnel.

"The photograph is a powerful
instrument capable of capturing the
essence of any action and uniquely
able to convey at a glance a startling
insight or a world of facts."

"The photographer cannot operate
independently but rather works as
part of a team with the lab
technicians, artists, editors,
interpreters, projectionists, and
audio specialists who comprise the
core of this audio-visual
organization".
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221st Pictorial Unit Officers  (MOS 8500) posed for a group photo in front of SEAPC



SEAPC operations
(central building
foreground).
Note the custom photo
Vans (tops painted white
to minimize solar heating)
behind the three main
SEAPC  offices. At one
time the number of vans
totaled thirty-seven.

3 buildings in the foreground are
[left to right]:

SEAPC photo lab; operations center;
and SEAPC audio-visual processing.
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SEAPC reception
desk
(located in the
center of a 3
building complex
shown earlier in
the aerial photos)

SEAPC reception area (operations) was the
central hub of the network and included the
work order desk, which handled all requests
for photographic coverage, available to any
unit.
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Photo branch provided, staged and coordinated the field photo teams and inhouse
photographers.

Cameramen checked their gear: in the foreground a Besler Topcon Super D (the
standard issue 35mm camera) ;  in the background a 4x5 Speed Graflex (Note the 4x5
film holder behind the typewriter.)
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Once the photographer returned from the field, his material was developed and the
captions were attached. All film was then turned in to the Project Control office where it
was recorded and shipped to the Army Photographic Agency in Washington.

The project control office also maintained a filing system of  representative photographic
work, including color slides, black & white prints, color prints, and an extensive collection
of negatives. Any unit could request photography for display purposes or unit
information.
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Combat Artists recorded on canvas and paper
memorable scenes of the war. Their work was used in
displays and as illustrations in a wide assortment of
unit magazines, as well as charts and graphs for
Command Briefings and conferences. Frequent field
trips gave the artists more than enough material for
new paintings.
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Combat Art featured in
"The Jagged Sword" magazine, fall
1970
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The acronym "CYA" was originally captioned in the top left corner of
this image ( but has faded over time)



221st Combat photographer SP5 Alan Rockoff featured in "The Jagged Sword" fall 1971.
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A portrait studio was operated
and maintained for official
chain of command type
portraits, passports, visas,
small equipment items and
copy work.

Color and Black & White copy
work was prepared for conversion
into 35mm slides or view graph
transparencies for visual
presentation.
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Projector & film were checked before
sending them back to the field.
16mm projectors were used both for
training and a nightly movie for the
troops.

SEAPC's Audio visual
branch provided weekly
projectionist training.
Units sent in one of their
own to learn basic
operation and
maintenance.
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The film library was large and well run. There
were more than 6000 films, transparencies, film
strips, records and tapes supporting the
command wide training program.

It was heavily patronized by chaplains and
special services who made good use of the wide
range of  educational films and training aids.
Special Forces utilized the training films
frequently for instruction on medical aid and
sanitation.
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The Audio Visual Support Section had
the equipment necessary to run one
Class A film and equipment exchange
and two Class B film and equipment
exchanges. They had on hand motion
picture editors, inspecting machines, and
a variety of projection screens.
AV equipment was on loan continuously
to units scattered the length of Vietnam
as well as on Long Binh Post.
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Vietnam's heat and humidity effected
everything. The Projection repair
section was subsequently air
conditioned sometime after this picture
was taken.

Motion Picture Electronics
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Shutter and Lens Assembly Repair.

The photo maintenance section supplied Direct Support to the 221st/ SEAPC unit and
General Support to all other units within the 1st signal Brigade.

It had the equipment and trained personnel necessary to service virtually all photographic
devices, ranging from projectors to singlelensreflex cameras. However due to difficulties in
obtaining repair parts, and because a certain amount of non-standard equipment was used, the
section was often hard pressed to meet the great demand placed upon it. When parts were
available, the section could repair any piece of equipment in less than twenty-four hours.

Audio Electronics Repair
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The Republic of Vietnam proved to be a harsh testing ground for many cameras. The
casualty rate for photographic equipment was high, due to the rigors of  the field and,
at times, the negligence of the operators. It had been suggested that photographers be
issued cameras with the option to buy them at the end of their tours, hoping this would
prompt better care of the cameras.
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The photo maintenance section
provided direct support to the 221st/

SEAPC unit and general support
maintenance and repair on all of the
brigade's TO&E photographic and

audio-visual equipment.

16mm Filmo being serviced.
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221st/ SEAPC supply room
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A stateside photo of custom designed
semi-mobile photo vans by Kellett
Aircraft Corporation in transit for
shipment to Long Binh, Vietnam.

The PhotoLab Section of SEAPC was
unique among Army photo labs,
having been housed in specially
designed semi-mobile vans which had
been manufactured to specifications
dictated by their use solely in Vietnam.
All were designed to interconnect and
create a complete photo lab complex;
all had their own power and air-
conditioning units. At one time the
number of vans in use totaled thirty-
seven.
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The vans proved perfectly suited to SEAPC's needs and were an asset to the unit's
operation. All photography turned in by the photo teams was developed, processed, and
printed in a matter of hours.

When the phase-down of the unit took effect in October-November 1971, thirty of the
vans were retrograded, leaving seven vans to handle the reduced workload. Among the
equipment still in operation were the Rolar sinks, the Eastman-Kodak Veramat, which
automatically processed black and white materials, and the model II-A rapid processor.
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At one time there were thirty-seven Vans.
Their functions were as follows:

PROCESSING DARKROOM VANS
Three for negative processing
One for roll print processing.

ADMINISTRATIVE/ SUPPORT
DARKROOM VANS
Nine for administration (one with pass
box)
One for 16mm splicer
One for Mopic editing
One additional administration (with pass
box)
Two for 35mm slide mounting.

COLOR DARKROOM VANS
One for color roll processing
Two with Rolar color sinks

HANDLING DARKROOM VANS
Ten for standard black/ white processing
One for color enlarger
Four for film and euipment exchange
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A photo lab detachment van had
the capability of B&W processing
and printing by hand in a
normal darkroom configuration
or by an automated roll printing
machine.

SEAPC, Black & White motion
picture film processing room.

Processing
unit, and
chemical
storage
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Detachments provided black and
white processing and served as
audio-visual equipment control
points.
The detachments were placed in
the most advantageous locations to
provide audio-visual and pictorial
support throughout the Republic
of Vietnam. The determination of
location was based on unit
population, accessibility into the
area, availability of transportation
and necessary support, such as
water and power.
The detachments were not
intended to be permanent
installations, but were moved as
operational requirements dictated.

This detachment and Qui Nhon
were later closed down and only
three of  the five remaining,
[Pleiku, Cam Ranh, Saigon, da
Nang, and Phu Bai], were to
endure past the 1st of November
1971.

A photo van at Detachment
"D" (Can Tho).
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35 mm Film drying in a van at one
of the detchments, where SEAPC's
automated equipment was not
available.

Print dryer atop its shipping
container and a print washer
on the right.
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A field photographic team was made up of one still and one Mopic photographer or two
mopic and one still photographer. This basic setup could be modified to meet specfic
photographic requirements.

This photo is from a 35mm slide captured by the unseen still photographer. The
squatting cameraman on the left appears to have a Graflex XL98 and the 84C Mopic
cameraman on the right has a 16mm Filmo .
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Found in the National Archives by
Joe Longo:

"If I understand the chronology this is
the battle of the Y bridge during Tet.
Pollard has been seriously wounded

and Cyr is pulling him to safety.

SP4 Ranson Cyr would be killed
within the next two hours

(May 1970)."

"The photographer's lot in a
combat zone is rarely that of
the detached observer. The

photographers are often faced
with the problem of

determining just where photo
requirements end and where

self-defense, and the defense of
the unit, begins. It is not

unusual for the photographer
to participate both as a

focussed professional and an
involved soldier, often choosing

to help the wounded, carry
ammunition, and return
hostile fire as needed."
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Eight SEAPC photographers
have died as the result of enemy fire:

SP5 Timothy Duncan
KIA March 1968

SP4 David Russel
KIA March 1968

SP4 Ranson Cyr
KIA May 1970

Five photographers died on
May 9, 1970 when their
helicopter crashed as a result of
enemy fire while returning from
a combat photo mission in
Cambodia.

SP5 Douglas J. Itrl
SP5 Christopher J. Childs
SP4 Larry C. Young
SP4 Ronald S. Lowe
PFC Reymond L. Paradis
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Cameraman with medium format
Graflex XL98 combat still camera
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35mm government issued cameras were either the
Beseler Topcon Super D or the Topcon Auto 100.

Army evaluating early
prototype "camcorder"

SP4 Eugene Flynn with
Graflex XL98

SP4 Eugene Flynn, Pleiku
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The motion picture team's footage
captured with an Arriflex BL. along with
accompanying audio tape was forwarded
to the Army Pictorial agency in
Washington for processing and editing
into a finished film.

Getting the job done with a
makeshift camera platform
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84C MOPIC
with Filmo
16mm camera.

from magazine:
"The First
Signal Team"
of the 1st
Signal Brigade
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"221st/ SEAPC photographers
covered every major area and event in
the Republic of Vietnam, including
the Cambodian Expedition, Lam Son
719, the armed Forces Day Parade,
the inaugurations of President Thieu,
the Tet Offensive, the Shau Valley,
operations, Dewey Cabon 11, even
the Saigon Rock Festival.
The coverage extended from combat
assaults of the 101st Airborne,to
dental and finance units; from the
ARVN border battallios to the
Thailand signal sites; from volley-ball
games to medivacs. Indeed, virtually
every aspect of  the Viet Nam conflict
was recorded on SEAPC footage and
submitted for DA Record.
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84C Mopic cameraman with
16mm Filmo hanging from his
neck, pen in hand to document
the details of the footage.

Next in importance to the
picture itself, is getting the
caption.

Cobra gunship returning
from across the border.
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"SEAPC North Army Pictorial Team,
Laotian Border Detachment"

Two combat photographers
took a breather at the border.
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The acceptance rate of
SEAPC's material by the
Dept of the Army far
surpassed the normal Army
acceptance rate of 15-17% of
submitted material.

SEAPC had an acceptance
rate of 55-60%. In addition,
the volume of submitted
material had also risen
phenomenally.

In fiscal year 1969, SEAPC
submitted some 2000
negatives and 190,000 feet of
film.

In fiscal year 1970, SEAPC
submitted over 20,000
negatives and some 383,000
feet of motion picture film to
the Dept of the Army.
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Print & Negative "Stats" Feb 1970-Oct 1971

actual graphs from 35 mm slides used for a  SEAPC briefing
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Below the horizontal line was the 221st
Signal Company, Above the line was
SEAPC. 221st/ SEAPC occupied an
area equivalent to a large city block
near the center of Long Binh.

1. 221st orderly room as well as the
troop day room were Pasco Huts
2. SEAPC Operations
3. Officer's Quarters and twenty
Adam's Huts for troop billets
4. Showers
5. Photographic supply (large wooden
bldg)
6. 500 man Mess Hall
7. Motorpool
8. Armory
9. Company supply
10. SEAPC Audio-Visual
11. SEAPC Photo lab/ maintenance
!2. Custom Photographic Vans
13. Out houses
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The new CO of the 221st Signal Company, Capt William Richard Ruth
(18 Jun 1971- 23 Jan 1972) with Major Michael O.C. January CO SEAPC
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Men of the 221st Signal Company (Pictorial)
circa June 1971 - January 1972
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Sample 221st Company Roster for period 3 Jan 1972
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221st Signal Company;
Troop quarters.

There were a total of 21 "Adams" Huts used
for troop billeting and administration, and
two "Pasco" Huts, one of which was the
company orderly room, and the other a
troop day room.
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Bunker in the foreground needed new
sand bags like the bunker in the rear
had. Tropical rain and humid climate
quickly rotted the bags, so when time
permitted, bunkers were revamped with
a layer of cement "stucco".

Entrance to officer's quarters, 221st
Signal Co. The parachute provided a
little shade in a tree-less environment.
The Banana Trees added a nice touch,
but would become infested and had to be
cut back for new growth. The sandbags
& 55 gal drums were to provide some
cover from incoming shrapnel until
personnel could get to a bunker.
Fortunatelly it was never needed, but
concern arose from stories of unpopular
officers being "fragged" by a grenade
dropped inside the barrier by a
disgruntled soldier.
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Heroin was a major problem throughtout Vietnam
that lead to mandatory spot drug testing and testing
before returning to the states. Heroin vials (10 times
more potent than in the U.S.) sold for $2.00 off Post
and $3 to $5 on Post. A user needed 1 to 4 vials per
day on average. Some stats say 25-30% of our
troops used it, but the Vietnamese didn't! It was
vogue for users to sprinkle their empty vials around
the grounds to make a statement.

The 221st showers provided running hot &
cold water. Unsuspecting new arrivals were
greeted with a hand full of gravel on the tin
roof during a shower, mimicing the startling
sound of "incoming" debris.
The toilets were outhouses with a seat
perched over a cut-off 55 gal fuel drum.
The waste was collected and burned daily
with diesel fuel.
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Bulletin Board
of "Short-
Timer Flags"
posted in the
221st Officer's
Lounge: Lt
Gallagher, Lt.
Wolzien, Capt
Jon P. Bird,
Lt Gary
Thompson,
CO Cpt
William R.
Ruth, Cpt
Rees, Lt.
Falkenstine, Lt.
Roy Morrow

Sgt Wiederman and Cpt Rees on a
Sunday break in the officer's "atrium",
221st Signal Co., trying out one of the
first consumer "camcorders"; an Akai
1/ 4" Black & White tape recorder and
camera combo, a harbinger of digital
photography's future.
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COMMANDING OFFICERS
221st Signal Company (Pictorial)

1966 - 1972
CPT Harley Smith
1 Jun 66 - 14 Jul 66

CPT Thomas A. Deyoung
15 Jul 66 - 11 Mar 68

MAJ Cameron M. Saylor
12 Mar 68 - 14 Jun 68
CPT Ralph E. Smith
15 Jun 68 - 12 Oct 68
CPT John A. Bessey

13 Oct 68 - 12 Oct 68 (69?)
CPT Michael P. Kaplan

28 Jan 69 - 20 Jun 69
CPT William R. Kelly
28 Jun 69 - 29 May 70
1LT Robert A. Swartz
30 May 70 - 15 Jul 70
CPT Robert T. Flokoi
16 Jul 70 - 23 Sep 70
1LT Elwood Fuller Jr.
24 Sep 70 - 9 Apr 71
1LT John M. Green

10 Apr 70 - 17 Jun 71
CPT William R. Ruth
18 Jun 71 - 23 Jan 72

DIRECTORS
Southeast Asia Pictorial Agency

1966-1968
LTC Jay B. Brierly

1 Nov 66 - 2 May 67
MAJ Herbert H. Hill
3 May 67 - 4 Jul 67

LTC E.R. Allen
5 Jul 67 - 11 May 68

MAJ Hayden B. Peake
12 May 68 - 9 Sep 68

COMMANDERS
Southeast Asia Pictorial Center

1967-1971
MAJ James D. Carson
10 Sep 68 - 26 Jun 69
MAJ John A. Goetz
27 Jun 69 - 1 Aug 69

LTC Warren R. Colville
2 Aug 69 - 7 Jul 70

MAJ William B. Valen
8 Jul 70 - 21 Dec 70

MAJ Michael O.C. January
22 Dec 70 - 20 Jul 71

MAJ Lyndon E. Holloman
21 Jul 71 - 25 Nov 71
CPT Kenneth P. Rees

26 Nov 71 -
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Author Nick Mills' "Combat Photographer" from the book series: ' The
Vietnam Experience'; Boston Publishing Company, Boston, MA 1983
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Left to right: Cpt. Kenneth P.
Rees, SEAPC, Cmdr Soung,
Major Lyndon E. Holloman,

CO SEAPC
Cmdr Suong began tour of
his Photographic facility

Commander Suong, of the South
Vietnamese Counterpart to U.S.
SEAPC, in Long Binh, Saigon.

Cmdr Suong's Office,
South Vietnamese
Counterpart to U.S.
SEAPC, 20 miles
south of Long Binh,
in Siagon
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SEAPC supplied "sister" company with
some dated film, chemicals and paper.

Supply room of our SEAPC's South
Vietnamese Counter part in Saigon.
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South Vietnamese "homemade" 16mm motion
picture film processing tub.

SEAPC's film was automatically processed using
state of the art technology. Our South Vietnamese
counterpart, however, didn't have that option.
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Motion Picture editing

Audio mixing
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U.S. Army Signal Corps Photographers test their camera
equipment while training at Ft. Meade, Maryland.

Photo courtesy U.S. National Archives as published in :
"Studio Photography & Design" Dec 2003

"We've come a long way"
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CO of the 221st Signal Company, Capt
William Richard Ruth 18 Jun 1971- 23
Jan 1972.
MOS 8500 (Pictorial Unit Commander)
& 8511( Picture TV Director).

Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association Honor Award &
U.S. Army Signal School Distinguished
Graduate Diploma September 24 1969




